To overcome the problem of too much sparse by scoring matrix, the paper proposes from the part of user interests the collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on such interest. In the e-commerce websites, recommendation items have various appearance, function and category attributes. Items which hold similar characteristics generally gain approximate scoring values. The aforesaid method extracts useful information for improvement from user interests. Users' scorings about different items imply their modes of interest. Interest association exists amongst items that were evaluated by the same user. Since individual interest shifts, the intensity of such correlation will gradually change along with days. By building interest intensity model with time decay, and discovering interest correlation among different items through that model, the proposed algorithm can predict scoring matrix and fill it, which is helpful to alleviate problems with sparse caused by useritem scoring matrix.
Introduction
User interests mining is a complicated issue in the collaborative filtering recommendation systems. User interest means users' option and preference for recommended items. But such interest is not constant [1] [2] . Psychologically, interest is classified into long-term and short-term interest. The interest will change along with users' ages and environment to which users are adapted. Numerous researchers used association rule to mine user interests, e.g. recommendation algorithm based on association rule, which was developed by Choonho Kim [3] et al. Here, the paper proposed algorithm of collaborative filtering based on user interests (CFBUI). The strategy establishes the interest model with time reduction by relying on association rule mining. It portrays user interest variation. It predicts user-item scoring matrix and replenish it. Results reveal that the new method improved effectively the accuracy of recommendation [4] [5] .
In the paper, starting from user interests, it presents algorithm of collaborative filtering based on user Interests (CFBUI), which weakens the sparseness-related problems by user-item scoring matrix.
Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Algorithm Based on User interests

Interest association analysis in CFBUI
In user-item evaluation matrix, when a user scores two items, it is thought that interest association exists between them. We use confidence level in the association rule to define association degree of both items. Set 
We set min_support and min-confidence. If Through the scan of user-item scoring matrix, we can have the interest association degree among all recommended items and create the related matrix, as shown in Table1. 
Table1. Item correlation matrix
Interest association degree analysis with time decay in CFBUI
User interest is not unchanging. For the change of user itself, its interest will vary along with time. Classic collaborative filtering algorithm can't cope well with such changes. Take for instance, user A used to love watching adventure films; while presently, it prefers nature documentary. User B loves adventure movies all the time. User C loves nature documentary. Since A and B have similar interest, their scores about adventure items are close. When user A's interest is shifting, the similarity between A and B is higher than between A and C. when A's neighboring users are determined, traditional collaborative filtering recommendation methods will choose B instead of C. finally, what's recommended by the system will remain adventure films rather than nature documentary, despite currently, A and C share the same hobby.
Experiment Design and Discussion
Experimental strategy
The paper realized user-based classic collaborative filtering (CCF), collaborative filtering based on pre-filling (CFBPF) based on item scoring similarity, collaborative filtering based on item features (CFBIF) and collaborative filtering based on user interests (CFBUI). To avoid the size of similar neighboring collections affecting results, we still performed tests on the above mentioned five types of collections, of which the size is respectively 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20. Test data sets are partitioned into two mutually disjoint subsets, one for training set and the other for test set, at the ratio of 4:1. Data sets are randomly divided several times and experiment repeats, which will help reduce errors caused by such division.
Analysis of parameters
 refers to the proportion of item scoring similarity affecting the comprehensive similarity. Under different real contexts, data will show different features. To achieve the optimal outcome, we can train parameter  to optimize it as for different scenarios. For the experiment, we set forgetting parameter k=0 to test  for five sizes of similar user collections. We can see from figure3, when  tends to grow up, MAE declines on the whole. When  is close to 0.95. MAE approaches the smallest for all five sizes and the algorithm reaches the best accuracy. When  is about 1, MAE begins to rise. Obviously, item scoring similarity influences greatly the comprehensive similarity. Attribute similarity affects the least. 
Conclusion
User interest mining is a complex problem in Collaborative filtering recommendation system. User's interest is user preferences on the recommended items. The user's interest is not immutable and frozen. User interest will change with age and environment. This paper proposed CFBUI algorithm, through establishing user interest model with time decay, mining interest correlation between items and improving similarity measure method, then the unknown user-item scoring matrix were predicted and filling. To overcome problem of the sparse user-item scoring matrix, to improve the accuracy of collaborative filtering algorithm.
